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Class actions were first introduced in Canada in 1978, when the province of Quebec (a
mixed common law and civil law jurisdiction) amended its Code of Civil Procedure to allow
for representative claims.1 It took the enactment of the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 in
Ontario, however, for class actions to take root in the rest of Canada.2 To date, all but one of
the remaining eight provinces has passed class action legislation, as has the Federal Court,
which has subject-matter jurisdiction over matters within the powers of the federal
government. It is not precisely known how many class actions have been litigated in Canada
since their inception, since the only central repository is incomplete,3 but the Law
Commission of Ontario reported that approximately 1500 cases had been started in Ontario
between 1993 and early 2018,4 while Professor Piché’s Class Action Lab estimates that 1306
cases were filed in Québec in the same time period.5
Like the United States’ Federal Rule 23, which inspired the Canadian regime, class actions
must be certified by a judge according to a set of criteria that focus on the commonality of
legal and factual issues among class members, the suitability of the proposed
representative, and the manageability of the action, including by comparison to
alternatives.6 The certification tests in each Canadian province vary somewhat one from the
other, but are universally considered to be less onerous than current judicial approaches in
the United States to Rule 23 certification. Amendments to Ontario’s statute in 2020,
however, incorporate the predominance test verbatim from Federal Rule 23, and are
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expected to make certification of class actions in that province more difficult than in the rest
of the country.7
Canadian class actions are horizontal (trans-substantive), opt out, and subject to close
judicial supervision. They allow representative plaintiffs to sue for damages on behalf of the
class, in addition to non-monetary relief, but unlike U.S. Rule 23(b)(3), there is no special
treatment for ‘damages’ class actions. As in the United States, Canadian courts acknowledge
that class members are largely absent in representative proceedings, but permit class
members to participate by objecting to proposed settlements. There is no culture of
‘professional’ objectors or of a specialized bar to represent objecting class members, as
there is said to be in the United States. It is rare for a proposed settlement to be rejected at
the approval hearing, though judges have commented that it is not a ‘rubber stamp’
exercise.8
The financing of class actions in Canada is a unique mix of lawyers working on contingency
fees, commercial litigation funding and, in the two most active Canadian jurisdictions, notfor-profit litigation funding.9 In recent years, commercial litigation funding has become
more common, though still not nearly as popular as it is in Australia.10 Half of the Canadian
provinces have cost-shifting rules for class actions, as is universally the case in all civil
litigation in Canada, while the other half uniquely employ the American costs rule in class
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actions only.11 The question of costs has become controversial, especially in Ontario where
adverse costs awards in the hundreds of thousands of dollars have become the norm.12
Canada does not have a procedure akin to the U.S. multi-district litigation proceeding; if
multiple class action complaints are filed arising out of the same matter, counsel may move
the court to appoint a single firm to “carry” the litigation. Nation-wide classes may be
certified in a single class action in one province, or several class actions proposing to
represent only the residents of their respective provinces can proceed in parallel, with or
without the cooperation of counsel.
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